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Making your work flow
in implant dentistry
Dentsply Sirona, Sweden

At any dental clinic, workflow is very important for business success and patient satisfaction. To reach these
key goals, dental practices need to have smart implant
workflow solutions in place. In addition, you want to
experience flow when treating patients—it will help you
overcome challenges, feel confident and find solutions
to complex cases. Making your work flow in implant dentistry revolves around identifying the smoothest and most
convenient workflow for each customer, and making sure
to deliver whatever is needed to ensure that. With a vast,
world-class assortment of products and solutions for implant treatment, there are complete solutions that create
the best possible workflow and make work flow better.

Workflow with Astra Tech Implant EV and Azento
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You might say that a workflow is like a machine. Take out
its key part, and it just does not run like it should. Astra
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Tech Implant EV is such a part. The way it is designed.
How you can place it. The handling experience. Its longterm functionality. How it promotes aesthetics decades
from now. All that matters. Some of it is directly noticeable, while some is only evident in the future. Still, they
all influence your workflow. When you know that the implant works and acts like expected, you relax, trust it and
focus on your main task—improving the everyday life of
your patients. When you do this, you rid them of dental
worries, which help them feel better and more confident
to do the things that trigger their flow in life. A user of
Astra Tech Implant EV knows all this—how the parts
of the machinery fit perfectly to form a smoother and
efficient process.
The right solution and digital tools can improve your workflow, help to reduce bottlenecks and infuse better team
flow at your end. One example of this is Azento, the all-inone box solution for single tooth replacements. It reduces
the costly instrument and materials inventory. You get a
fully guided surgical solution. And it is designed to take
away time-consuming procedures in order to streamline
the workflow, so the team can focus on the core tasks.
The result? You stand a better chance of having flow at
work, which ultimately boosts your business success. So
the sights are set on creating the best possible workflow
solutions for implant dentistry professionals by identifying
customer-unique solutions that secure high quality treatments while saving time and effort.
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